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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to run four Ethernet network drops. Each drop is
approximately 125 feet/46.33
meters.
An interference exists along the path of each drop.
You need to ensure that interference is reduced.
Which cable type should you use?
A. Cat3
B. UTPCat5e
C. STP Cat5e

D. UTPCat6
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statements concerning the transport of non-ABAP objects
with the help of the ABAP Change and Transport System (CTS) are
correct? (More than one answers are true)
A. Transport requests for non-ABAP objects can be created using
the CTS_BROWSER Web Dynpro application
B. You must use Customizing requests to transport non-ABAP
objects
C. You must use Workbench requests to transport non-ABAP
objects
D. Transport Requests for non-ABAP objects can be created using
transaction SE09 on the transport domain controller
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Containers wants to implement Knowledge to assist
agents with the resolution of cases.
Which three recommendations should a consultant make to meet
this requirement? Choose 3 answers
A. Enable article customization for open cases.
B. Enable agents to create their own personal articles.
C. Create an email template to send articles as PDF
attachments.
D. Enable suggested articles on new cases.
E. Enablearticle submission during case close.
Answer: C,D,E
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